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1 Purpose of Whitepaper

As we see it, the whitepaper should have three main purposes. First, the whitepaper should provide
a strong articulation of why an individual or organization looking to use blockchain technology
should choose Hyperledger. Second, the whitepaper should serve as an effective starting point for
developers looking to either contribute or build on top of Hyperledger. While we do not expect
the whitepaper to include many technical details, we hope that the whitepaper can help point
technically-minded people towards the right repositiories of knowledge. Finally, we expect the
whitepaper to delineate the overarching principles and long-term vision of the organization so that
both Hyperledger participants and non-participants can make educated assessments on the future
of the organization.

The purpose of the whitepaper is not to be technical, or to endorse any specific project or technology.
Various capabilities of certain projects will be explained in a non-technical manner in order to
show how Hyperledger can be utilized for certain use cases, but these will be general enough in
scope to apply to multiple projects. We expect that each project will write its own set of technical
documents and hope that these become centralized and well-written enough for newcomers to start
contributing easily.

2 Outline

� Abstract

– A standard abstract

� Introduction

– Outline the state of blockchain and where Hyperledger fits

– Start to get into why we need Hyperledger

– Why a community group makes sense–structure community, forces disciplined approach,
drive to convergence

� Why an Open Source Platform

– Entire notion of blockchain is based on lacking complete trust

– Bring up analogy to cryptographic algorithms

– One open-source platform more efficient than many different proprietary platforms
(economies of scale, etc.)
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– Open governance ensures fair decisions and no single point of failure for the project

� The Umbrella Organization (and Why)

– Different use cases need different features

– Sketch usefulness of healthy competition

– Communication between otherwise separate projects–positive

– Projects could be merged/modularized together in the long run

– Coordination–don’t want to duplicate efforts

– Project life cycle–enforces quality control

� Design Philosophy

– Modularization–want components to ideally work with as many other things as possible

– Security–blockchain attacks have devastating consequences

– Interoperability–ideally want compatibility between Hyperledger projects and even outside
blockchains

– API and tools–ease of use, etc.

� Relevant Use Cases

– Finance use case, possibly post-trade settlement (Stefan to handle)

– Supply chain use case (Mic to handle)

– Microlending/online mortgages (or other use case with slow transaction speed that can
showcase crypto/identity features)

– Fast transaction use case (i.e. payment processing) to showcase potential performance

� Current Projects

– A sentence or two about each top-level project and what it aims to do

– References to more information about projects

– Documentation lists/guidelines

� Highlighted Features

– Identity/membership services (and ties to applications)

– Cryptographic functionalities (presented through the lens of private/confidential transac-
tions)

– Performance goals/claims

� Long-term Vision

– Lots of modular components working together

– Plug and play architecture

– Competition, but not duplication

– Compatibility with existing blockchains, particularly cryptocurrencies

� Conclusion

– Standard conclusion
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